
second component being at least ons of audio and text, the electronic data representation

including a representative frame fronleach segment of first video component of the video

program and a portion of the second component associated with the segment;

automatically transforming the electronic data representation into a hypertext

format to form a hypertext pictorial transci^jpt, the hypertext pictorial transcript being retrievable

by a handheld computer;

recording the hypertext pictorial transcript in an electronic medium, wherein the

video program is at least partially represented Vny hypertext anchors.

—

—37. A method for automatically providing a compressed rendition of a video program

in a format suitable for electronic searching and retneval, the method comprising the steps of:

receiving electronic data representing acondensed version of a video program, the

video program having a video component and a secondVomponent associated therewith, the

second component being at least one of audio and text, tne electronic data representation

including a representative frame from each segment of fir^ video component of the video

program and a portion of the second component associated with the segment;

automatically transforming the electronic dataVepresentation into a hypertext

format to form a hypertext pictorial transcript, the hypertext pilftorial transcript being retrievable

by a handheld wireless phone;

recording the hypertext pictorial transcript in an eftectronic medium, wherein the

video program is at least partially represented by hypertext anchors

1 1
--y^. The method of claim S?, wherein the hypertext format is a wireless markup

language.

REMARKS

Claims 28-38 are pending. By this Supplemental Preliminary Amendment, claim 1 is

canceled without prejudice and disclaimer, and claims 28-38 are added. Prompt and favorable

examination on the merits is earnestly sohcited.
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